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A message from our Chief Executive Officer
The launch of our second Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) (FY2019–2022) marks the continuation of an
important journey for Origin. As a leading energy company,
we have engaged with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples over many years. Through this Stretch RAP,
we are showing our commitment to participating in
Australia’s reconciliation efforts.
Since we launched our Innovate RAP in 2015, a highlight
of our journey has been our engagement with, and support
for, our people and the many partners we work with,
particularly through the Origin Foundation. A key focus
of the Foundation has been to provide equal education
opportunities for Indigenous students, including children
in remote and rural communities.
We acknowledge that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures are the oldest surviving cultures in the world,
and as part of our Innovate RAP, we set out to create a culture
of respect at Origin. Reconciliation is about understanding,
respect and recognition, and we have provided cultural
learning resources to help our people gain a deeper
understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
histories and cultures.

Our purpose is “Getting energy right for our customers,
communities and planet”. Our vision for reconciliation is
to bring our purpose to life for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples and their communities. We aspire to embed
reconciliation across Origin through respectful and mutually
beneficial partnerships with Australia’s First Peoples.
Our Stretch RAP aligns with Reconciliation Australia’s three
themes of Relationships, Respect and Opportunities, and
includes clear and measurable targets to lift Indigenous
participation across Origin. Through our commitments in
this plan, we acknowledge and respect the rights of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and will seek
to contribute to their wellbeing and long-term prosperity.
As part of our plan, we will partner with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples and communities to deliver on our
commitments and report on our progress.
We also look forward to working with Reconciliation Australia
and our partners as we continue our journey.
We commit to you, our stakeholders, to share our progress
over the coming years.

Frank Calabria
Chief Executive Officer
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A message from Reconciliation Australia
Reconciliation Australia congratulates Origin on its continued
commitment to reconciliation as it implements its second
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP).
By implementing a Stretch RAP, Origin is applying its
passion for inclusivity and accountability to the key pillars
of reconciliation – building relationships, practicing respect,
and creating opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.
Making a positive social and economic impact on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, their families,
and communities is at the core of Origin’s RAP commitments.
Origin understands that for this to be achieved, meaningful
relationships are key. I commend Origin’s goal to work with
communities to develop guiding principles for working with
Traditional Owners, and other Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities.

By championing reconciliation across the industry, Origin
is modelling an approach to business that is respectful and
inclusive of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and
cultures. The plan to develop a resource that provides cultural
protocol guidance for employees working in regional areas is
one practical example of this leadership.
By committing to increasing employment opportunities
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples at all levels
of the organisation, Origin is contributing to the increasing
engagement of First Peoples in the economy from the
‘shop floor’; to the board room.
On behalf of Reconciliation Australia, I commend Origin on
this Stretch RAP, and look forward to following its ongoing
reconciliation journey.

Karen Mundine
Chief Executive Officer
Reconciliation Australia
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We recognise Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples as the Traditional
Owners and Custodians
of this land, and we pay
our respects to elders
past, present and future.
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Our vision for Reconciliation
At Origin, we honour and respect Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples as having the longest continuous
culture on earth. We are a proud Australian company who
recognises Australia’s past treatment of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples, contributes to the disadvantages
experienced by their families and communities to this very day.
We acknowledge many of our resources and facilities are
located on the land of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Traditional Owner groups and we respectfully engage and
build the highest levels of good faith with those groups and
their communities, with unwavering respect for their enduring
connection to land and sea.

Outwardly, our company will proudly acknowledge the
local people where our assets, sites, offices and facilities are
found. At Origin, our purpose is “Getting energy right for our
customers, communities and planet”.
We are committed to playing our part in understanding our
shared experiences to help bring about a nation reconciled
with its past, looking eagerly to the one future.

Internally, we commit to making our workforce reflective of
this future by aiming for the day when it is common place to
see Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders working across the
broad spectrum of jobs we have in Origin. We will grow our
culture of respect through our commitment to developing
our employees’ understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultures and contributions, and be a leading example
for businesses everywhere.
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Radiating Country
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Our artwork
Radiating Country
Embers ignite, illuminating the darkness,
we are one with this country.
Morning star signals, a new day dawns.
Sun radiates.
Brolga dances the landscape,
we travel across these ancient pathways.

We’re proud to announce our latest commission, ‘Radiating Country’
by Riki Salam which follows the wonderful ‘Illuminating Country’
artwork commission in 2014. It’s the next iteration of the Origin
story, and one we’re enormously proud of.
This new artwork has been created around the idea of a journey –
not just as a business that’s continually evolving, but literally travelling
the length and breadth of our beautiful country to share ‘good energy’
across the nation. Our story begins from the left-hand side of the
artwork with lines leading into the first concentric circle –
a continuation of the dreaming track in our original artwork.

Freshwater refreshes, salt preserves,
knowledge is exchanged.
Deep within rich resources are uncovered
bringing good energy for all.
Rich ochre ground, ceremony and
celebration begin.
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The first circle represents the individual or customer, while
the wavy lines show fresh water. The straight lines show
the dreaming track leading in from the right-hand side, and
community is represented by the concentric circles. Finally,
the secondary wavy lines represent salt water. Freshwater and
saltwater then come together to represent the fusion of ideas
and knowledge from far and wide – working as one force for
good. This is the journey of reconciliation.

Artist Riki Salam creating the ‘Radiating Country’ art piece.

The central motif represents our planet and how Origin
both supplies and provides energy, yet still gives back to the
environment. Above the central motif you’ll see the sun symbol
(which also represents ‘good energy’) and below that, the
symbol for collaboration. Above and to the right-hand side is
another pathway which leads to the symbol for advocacy.
These five connected motifs are a reference to the original
Origin Compass and the Southern Cross constellation
– a navigation point to keep us on the right path. This is
complemented by the four wavy patterned lines representing
culture coming from all four corners of the country and
playing a fundamental part in our reconciliation journey.
Finally, the circle and the outwardly radiating lines represent
‘good energy’ being shared across the country.
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About the artist
Riki Salam, Principal, Creative Director and artist of
We are 27 Creative, was born and raised in Cairns on
Yidinji Land in 1972 and is a member of and connected to
Kala Lagaw Ya – Western Island groups (St. Pauls – Moa
Island), Kuku Yalanji Peoples on his Father and Grandfather’s
side and a member of the Ngai Tahu people in the South
Island of New Zealand on his Mother’s side. Educated in
both Cairns and Brisbane, he has over 20 years of industry
experience as a graphic designer and artist.

We are 27 Creative engaged Positive Social Solutions to facilitate
a creative strategy session with Origin.

Riki has worked on many high-profile projects including
the Qantas painted Boeing 747/800, Yananyi Dreaming,
and produced artworks for Telstra, Origin, Woolworths,
the Healing Foundation and the Australian Human Rights
Commission to name a few. Riki also designed the identity
for the G20 in 2014. He works in pen, ink and brush, gouache
on paper, and with acrylic paints, exploring concepts of
traditional culture in a contemporary format.
To view more of Riki’s artworks visit www.weare27.com.au
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Our business at a glance
A leading integrated
energy company,
listed on the
Australian Securities
Exchange in 2000

~

6,000 MW

Large-scale
generation portfolio

Committed to halving
Scope 1 † and Scope 2*
carbon emissions by

2032

Approximately

5,500

employees

Since 2010, the Origin
Foundation has contributed
$

24

million

to the community including
assisting young Australians
to reach their potential
through education

4.1

million

electricity, gas
and LPG customer
accounts

37.5 %

interest in Australia
Pacific LNG, the largest
LNG facility on the
east coast of Australia

One of Australia’s
largest provider
of green-energy
products

Australia Pacific
LNG is a significant
supplier of domestic
east coast gas

As at 31 December 2018 †Scope 1 emissions: Direct emissions driven by Origin’s owned and operated business operations, in particular electricity
generation and gas development. *Scope 2 emissions: Emissions from the electricity that Origin purchases to undertake activities.
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Our values
Our values guide our decisions and actions, supporting us to
achieve on our purpose. More than words, our values are part of
everything we do and guide our actions as we deliver on our RAP.

Work as one team, one Origin
Connected by our purpose, each of us
can see our part in Origin and we
understand how the other parts of Origin
connect. This inspires us to collaborate and
invite advice, opinions and experiences
from other teams. Working as one team,
one Origin means we are open to learning
from and sharing with others to improve
how we work.
Be the customer champion
Every day our customers have a choice
about where they get their energy from.
Our focus is on providing customers
with more affordable energy, innovative
products and solutions, and access to
more clean energy. We support our
customers with energetic and helpful
service that makes dealing with Origin
feel good. Every person at Origin is an
advocate for our customers and we believe
in building real and lasting relationships by
listening and responding to their needs.

Care about our impact
Living this value requires us to operate
with courage, integrity and transparency.
Before we act, we think about the potential
consequences and the impact on our
customers, communities and planet.
We strive to do no harm and to find the
right balance between our customers,
communities and planet when making
decisions and taking actions. We will listen
to what is important, anticipate needs and
respond to them. If we don’t get it right,
we will learn and improve for next time.

Being accountable
We strive for clarity on what is required
in our roles, who we need to work with
and what we need to deliver. We take
responsibility for how we behave, what we
do and don’t do, the decisions we make,
and the impact of our actions on others.
We talk to each other about what we are
accountable for and are open to giving
and receiving feedback. This guides us to
take individual and collective responsibility
for our results and consequences for our
actions both small and large.

Find a better way
We relentlessly work to improve what we
do by adding value, eliminating waste,
increasing efficiency, enhancing our
reputation and improving our working
environment. We do this by bringing
others with us, hearing the voices of our
colleagues and listening to their ideas.
We’re open to new ways of working with
a commitment to continuous learning.
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Our Reconciliation journey
44

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
employees at Origin

25%

Origin Foundation’s
grants have gone towards
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander education
initiatives since 2010

97%

of employees have
completed online cultural
awareness training programs

*As at March 2019
Origin Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan July 2019–June 2022
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Origin’s engagement with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples has predominantly
occurred through our development of energy
resources, the Origin Foundation and our
Innovate RAP, launched in 2015.

Origin employees getting involved with
guided canvas painting in our Brisbane office.

Our Operations
Many of our operations are located in regional and
rural Australia and involve constructing and operating
large-scale infrastructure, such as power stations and
gas processing facilities. These assets operate for
decades, which require long-term relationships with
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
in which we operate.

the Northern Land Council (NLC) - as the statutory
representative for Native Title claimants and holders.
Origin also holds Exploration Agreements with the
Native Title holders, and we undertake sacred site
clearance surveys for all activities, provide our forward
work plans each year, and meet on-country annually
as part of our commitment to sharing information and
contributing to informed decision making.

As the upstream operator of Australia Pacific LNG,
we have built relationships with local Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples over many years.
Australia Pacific LNG is the largest LNG facility on
the east coast of Australia, supplying natural gas to
domestic markets and exporting LNG under long-term
contracts. On behalf of Australia Pacific LNG, Origin
has eight Indigenous Land Use Agreements and nine
Cultural Heritage Management Plans.

The Origin Foundation
Established in 2010, the Origin Foundation is one
of the main vehicles through which we give back to
society. Our philanthropic focus is to create better
lives for young Australians by helping them reach their
potential through education. As part of these activities,
we have partnered on initiatives aimed at building
equal opportunity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students.

In the Northern Territory’s Beetaloo Basin, where we
are recommencing a multi-year exploration program,
host Traditional Owners (TOs) who are the rightful
Native Title holders where we work, are supportive
of our presence and the benefits working together
will bring to their communities. The exploration
permits we currently hold were granted after Tripartite
Agreements were reached between the applicant for
the permit, the Northern Territory Government and

Around 25 per cent of our grants program has been
directed to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
education. To date, we have supported the Australian
Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME), the Indi
Kindi pre-school literacy program, the Gawura school
in central Sydney, schooling in Cape York and the
Stronger Smarter Institute.
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Australia’s
Leading Energy
Retailer
4.1 million gas,
electricity and LPG
customer accounts

One of Australia’s leading
energy companies
Where we operate

Ensuring
Domestic Gas
Supply

Browse
Basin

Beetaloo
Basin

Generation
Gas
Pumped hydro

Delivering around
30% of all gas on
the east coast

Solar (contracted)
Wind (contracted)
Gladstone
LNG Export

Renewable
Supply
and Storage

Brisbane

LPG Seaboard Terminal
	
Electricity Customer Accounts

Will make up more
than 25% of our
generation mix
by 2020

	Natural Gas Customer Accounts
Sydney

APLNG Upstream Acreage

Melbourne

6,000 MW of gas, coal
and renewable generation
and storage across the
east coast

Exploration Acreage
Origin Upstream Acreage

Adelaide

Powering
Australia

Coal
Under construction

Bowen
Surat
Basin

Production Facility
Australia Pacific LNG (37.5% owned by Origin)

Office

Hobart

Australia’s Largest

Largest LNG facility on

Supplier to Domestic

CSG Reserve Base

the East Coast of Australia

and Export Markets

Customer numbers by state as at 30 June 2018.
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Our Innovate RAP
Our aspirations set out in our Innovate RAP, and our
achievements, key learnings and challenges fall into
the following areas:
1.

Building a culture of respect;

2.	Providing education, skills, jobs
and careers;
3. Commerce and community development;
4. 	Developing and maintaining relationships
and partnerships; and
5. 	Governance and disclosure.
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Building a culture of respect
Key achievements
• Growing our knowledge: Our people learn about the
diversity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures,
traditions, languages and histories through online cultural
awareness training. Completion of the online training is
a compulsory element of our new employees’ induction
and at the end of 2018, more than 97 per cent of Origin
employees had completed the training.
• Sharing our stories: Over 1,000 employees contribute to
our internal social media page “Reconciliation@Origin”,
posting their experiences and questions to keep the
conversation about reconciliation alive among our people.

• Using visual storytelling: Our new offices in Brisbane
and Sydney incorporate Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander art, cultures and languages.

•S
 upporting balance of work and cultural obligations:

We introduced Cultural Leave to our Taking Leave
Directive, ensuring that our Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander employees have the ability to meet their family
and community obligations.

Key lessons and challenges

• Getting everyone involved: Throughout the year,
local working groups organise company-wide cultural
learning opportunities that help our people progress
their own reconciliation journey. Opportunities created
include leadership discussions and sharing of reconciliation
stories, guided cultural heritage walks, bush tucker
morning teas, guest speakers, art workshops and
introduction to local languages.

• I ncreasing knowledge leads to increasing action:
We have observed a positive link between
participation in cultural experiences, and personal
advocacy and contributions.

• Coming together: Our new Brisbane and Sydney offices
have dedicated ‘yarning circles’ to enable small groups to
come together and have meaningful discussions.

•P
 roviding options: Due to the geographic spread
of Origin’s people, we offer broad options for
learning about and interacting with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultures. The ability to share
videos and live stream events via our employee
social media platform has become an important
step in sharing our journey across the business.

•C
 elebrating culture: During NAIDOC Month 2018 more

than 30 events were organised by Origin’s Reconciliation
Working Groups and regional sites across Australia.

•M
 aking leadership matter: Origin leaders who
demonstrate a commitment to reconciliation are
more likely to have teams that actively contribute
to reconciliation.
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Providing education, skills, jobs and careers
Key achievements

• Building a talent pipeline: Since 2014, we have
partnered with CareerTrackers and facilitated
64 internships in a range of roles and locations.
Two graduating students have joined our
Graduate Program and we look forward to
welcoming back many more at the completion
of their studies. In 2017, we were awarded the
Corporate Plus award by CareerTrackers for
our commitment to creating opportunities for
Indigenous students.
• Pairing work and study: In 2018, two trainees
commenced a Certificate II in Conservation and
Land Management at the Eraring Power Station.
The trainees and their supervisor are tasked
with utilising their newly gained knowledge
and existing understanding of traditional land
management practices to harvest local seed
and regenerate sections of the 1,100 hectares
occupied by the power station.
• Creating a diverse workforce: A more diverse
organisation better reflects our customer base
and the wide range of communities in which
we operate.
• Mentoring high school students: The Origin
Foundation has partnered with AIME since
2011, providing 4,690 students with access to
the program.

•P
 roviding tertiary scholarships: In 2016, the
Origin Foundation donated $5 million to the
University of New South Wales’s Grant King
Indigenous Scholarship program, which assists
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students
to pursue a career in science, technology,
engineering or mathematics (STEM). The
program provides up to two residential
scholarships annually, in perpetuity.

Our summer cohort of CareerTracker students at Binda Nalkana in Miles, Queensland.

•S
 upporting educational outcomes: We have
partnered with the Stronger Smarter Institute
since 2010, providing training and development
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community leaders and leaders in 834 schools
across Australia.

Key lessons and challenges
•P
 roviding opportunities to grow:
Ongoing career development is essential
to engage and retain employees and
build sustainable careers.
•P
 utting the right person in the right
role: Hiring the right person for the right
role, and providing the right support,
leads to good employment outcomes.
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Commerce and community development
Key achievements

• Backing businesses: We have engaged directly with
30 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander–owned businesses
– including Kennelly Constructions, Geared Up Culcha,
Triple P Contracting, CRC Electrical and Waddi Springs –
spending $2.45m to date this financial year*. In the 2018
financial year, we spent $1m.
• Spending more than $1 million on procurement:
Origin has formed partnerships with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander–owned businesses and suppliers,
and our vision is for reconciliation to become part of our
everyday business operations.
• Leading by example: In 2018, we were awarded ‘Best
Company Indigenous Procurement Initiative’ at the
Queensland Resource Council Awards. This award
recognises companies that have developed and
maintained strategies that enhance supplier diversity
and support increased Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander business participation within the resources
sector supply chains.
• Empowering local businesses: We have partnered with
Many Rivers, a not-for-profit organisation that provides
micro-finance loans and business advice to small
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses.
• Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander cultural Intelligence
training: We are empowering our people with knowledge,
skills and tools to successfully engage with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander businesses, ensuring positive
outcomes for the businesses and Origin.

• Helping our customers make smart energy choices:
In 2018, we visited ten regional NSW communities and
spoke with 675 community members, helping them
understand their energy usage and how they can
reduce their bills.

Key lessons and challenges
•E
 xploring new ways of working: Working
closely with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
businesses enables us to identify ways they can
participate in our supply chain, and helps them
understand how best to secure work with Origin.
•S
 upporting small, medium-sized and large
businesses: It’s important we spread our spend
across as many Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander suppliers as possible, to maximise
participation opportunities and support
entrepreneurship across communities.
• Building long-term relationships: We ensure
suppliers have a consistent pipeline of opportunities
and work, preferably under contract arrangements,
to foster stability and sustainable growth.
*(FY to end of April 2019)
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Developing and maintaining relationships
Key achievements

• Internal advocacy: In 2017, we established state-based
Reconciliation Working Groups to support the delivery of our
RAP commitments. Our members represent both managers
and on-ground employees who passionately volunteer to
support reconciliation at Origin. Our working groups continue
to grow their own cultural knowledge, share it with their
colleagues, and build relationships with local community
groups and Aboriginal Land Councils.
• Working together: Throughout July 2018, our Melbourne, Sydney
and Brisbane offices hosted ‘Sea of Bellies’ exhibitions in partnership
with not-for-profit organisation, Beyond Empathy. ‘Sea of Bellies’
is a series of belly casts of expectant First Nations mothers and
painted by artists and Elders. The exhibitions celebrate the strength,
resilience and uniqueness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
families and communities.
• Connecting employees: In April 2019, our Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander employees came together for the first Indigenous
Employee Network meeting. We will provide opportunities for this
group to build strong relationships no matter where they are
located or the role they fulfil at Origin.

Key lessons and challenges
• Taking time to build great relationships: Relationships are
built over time, through trust and mutual respect, and don’t
develop after one meeting.
•P
 utting relationships before business: Relationships
take priority because good outcomes flow from good
relations. If people don’t trust us, we won’t achieve
sustainable outcomes.
•R
 eaching agreement: Engagement is most successful
when both parties agree on their desired outcomes and
methods of working together to achieve them.
•E
 nsuring continuity through networks: As a company
with a large and geographically diverse workforce, it’s
important we have a team of internal experts and more
than one point of liaison.
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Governance and disclosure
Key achievements

• Holding regular national committee meetings:
Our Reconciliation Steering Committee (RSC) met every
quarter between 2015 and 2018. Its members represent
leadership from across our business, including our Chief
Executive Officer, Frank Calabria, who is the committee
Chairperson, as well as emerging Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander leaders.

Key lessons and challenges
• Having good data is invaluable: Developing
accurate, regular and purposeful reports takes
time, but is critical to measuring success and
determining what’s working and where we can
be better.
• Sharing stories helps us recognise opportunities:
Others can learn, leverage and replicate our actions
and successes if we share our experiences.

Origin Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan July 2019–June 2022
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Our Stretch commitments
Our Stretch RAP aligns with
Reconciliation Australia’s three
pillars of Relationships, Respect
and Opportunities, and has also
been informed by the pillars of
our Innovate RAP.
Relationships

Respect

Opportunities

Origin Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan July 2019–June 2022
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We acknowledge that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures are
the oldest surviving cultures in the world, and we are creating a culture of
respect, understanding and recognition at Origin. The development of our
Stretch RAP is an important next step to what we achieved as part of our
Innovate RAP, and a critical milestone in creating that culture. The Stretch
RAP holds us to account both publicly and among our people through the
commitments we have made.

Origin’s Reconciliation Steering
Committee Members

Our Stretch RAP was developed in consultation with a variety of
stakeholders, including members of our Reconciliation Steering Committee
(RSC), business stakeholders, our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
employees, Reconciliation Australia, and representatives from Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities. Through our Stretch RAP, we also
promote the exchange of ideas with people from the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities in which we operate.

• EGM, Integrated Gas

Our RSC guides the development and implementation of Origin’s RAP.
Our committee members represent Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
employees and all functions across Origin, ensuring that our commitment
to reconciliation is active throughout our business.

• Chief Executive Officer (Chairperson)
• Executive General Manager (EGM),
People & Culture
• EGM, Retail
• EGM, Energy Supply & Operations
• EGM, Corporate Affairs
• EGM, Finance and Strategy
• EGM, Technology, Risk,
HSE & Transformation
• EGM, Future Energy &
Business Development
• EGM, General Counsel &
Company Secretary
• General Manager, Employee Development
and Inclusion
• 2 Members of the Indigenous
Employee Network
• Representatives of the Reconciliation
Working Groups
• Various other invitees as required based
on the agenda
Origin Stretch Reconciliation Action Plan July 2019–June 2022
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Relationships

Our ability to make a difference and succeed in our
reconciliation efforts depends on us supporting our people
as they engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, and helping them to develop respectful and mutually
beneficial relationships. The following table outlines our aims
and schedule for supporting healthy engagement.

Focus area: Work as one team, one Origin
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Celebrate National
Reconciliation Week (NRW)
to strengthen and maintain
relationships between
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander employees and
other employees.

Organise four internal NRW events (in total) across Origin annually
e.g. toolboxes, guest speakers, themed Q&A sessions.

Reconciliation Working Group State
Chairpersons

Provide an opportunity
for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander employees
to discuss local issues
and opportunities, and
advocate for the views and
perspectives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
employees.

Encourage employees and leaders to participate in external events
to recognise and celebrate NRW.
Ensure each RSC member participates in a minimum of one
external NRW event annually.

May 2020
Chairperson, Reconciliation Steering
Committee

May 2021
May 2022

February 2020

Members of our Indigenous Employee Network (IEN) to
meet at a metropolitan or regional location annually.
Members of our IEN meet quarterly via teleconference.

Timeline

February 2021
February 2022
General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

Quarterly, July 2019–June 2022
February 2020

Members of our IEN to meet with Executive Leaders once annually.

February 2021
February 2022
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Relationships

Focus area: Work as one team, one Origin
Action

Deliverables

Provide opportunities
for Origin employees
to be involved in
reconciliation initiatives
through employee-led
Reconciliation Working
Groups.

State Reconciliation Working Groups to meet at least
four times annually.

State Working Groups to plan and execute an annual
program of work.

Responsible people

Timeline
Meeting schedule agreed each July
2019–2022

Reconciliation Working Group
State Chairpersons

Develop an annual program each
May, 2020–2021
September 2019
April and September 2020

Representatives of the IEN and Reconciliation Working
Groups to meet twice annually.

April and September 2021
April and June 2022

Establish and deepen
relationships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and communities
by embedding cultural
protocols that guide
employee interactions.

Work with communities to develop a document that outlines
guiding principles for working with Traditional Owners and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.

Executive General Manager,
Integrated Gas

February 2021
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Relationships

Focus area: Work as one team, one Origin
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Maintain mutually beneficial
relationships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, communities and
organisations to support
positive outcomes.

Commit to establishing three formal two-way partnerships that
build capacity in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations
and/or communities relevant to our sphere of influence.

Chairperson, Reconciliation
Steering Committee

June 2022

RSC to volunteer time with an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander organisation or business at least once a year.

Chairperson, Reconciliation
Steering Committee

Opportunities agreed in first
Reconciliation Meeting each FY
calendar year, 2019-2022

Offer Supply Nation certified businesses group discount
energy rates.1

Executive General Manager, Retail

From July 2019

1

If you are Supply Nation certified business and would like to receive more
information about the discounts available, please contact Supply Nation.
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Relationships

Focus area: Work as one team, one Origin
Action
Raise internal and
external awareness of
our RAP to promote
reconciliation across
our business and sector.

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Develop and implement internal and external communication
strategies to promote reconciliation.

Executive General Manager,
Corporate Affairs

Build conversations that promote reconciliation dialogue into
leadership forum agendas.

Head of Employee Communications

From July 2019

Provide employees with access to “Radiating Country”
branded items.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

From July 2019

Brand a minimum of 20 Origin vehicles with
“Radiating Country” artwork.

Head of Marketing Communications,
Brand & Sponsorships

June 2022

Raise organisational awareness of the five dimensions of
Reconciliation through internal channels and events.

Head of Employee Communications

From July 2019

November 2019
November 2020
November 2021
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Case Study–Paul Dodd

Business owner, Geared Up Culcha
Paul Dodd is a proud co-owner of Geared Up
Culcha, a national business that supplies workwear
to some of Australia’s largest companies.
Since 2015, Origin has spent more than $155,000
at Geared Up Culcha, buying thousands of items
of personal protective equipment clothing for our
Integrated Gas workers, including hi-vis clothing,
helmets and uniforms.
For Paul, Geared Up Culcha is more than a
business. Each dollar businesses spend with
Geared Up Culcha has flow-on benefits for the
local community. “A study by Supply Nation has
shown that with every $1 spent on an Aboriginalowned business, another $4 is created in social
and economic value to our community.”
Paul and co-owner Jamie Williams actively
employ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff
members, and focus on building their skills in sales,
administration, stock management and inventory.

“As a Bundjalung man with links to Birriah and
Widdi peoples, Paul wants to create a workplace
where Aboriginal culture is valued, and kinship
and financial obligations are understood.”

As a Bundjalung man with links to Birriah and
Widdi peoples, Paul wants to create a workplace
where Aboriginal culture is valued, and kinship and
financial obligations are understood.
“If one of our Aboriginal staff members succeeds,
it gives their other family members a line of sight
outside of their own world view. It stimulates
aspiration to grow their own capabilities, and
therefore has a positive influence on their brothers
and sisters. It then has downstream impacts on
their extended family and their community.”
Corporate Australia has taken the lead in advancing
reconciliation over the last 10 years, says Paul. More
companies are buying products and services from
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses,
which increases employment opportunities as these
businesses are certain to employ Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples.
“Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander suppliers
are becoming recognised as businesses offering
quality products and services at competitive prices.
I would like to see major businesses change their
procurement policies and support more Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander suppliers, even if they
don’t have a RAP in place.”
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Case Study–Leah Cummins

Senior Geo-Technical Assistant, CSG
Leah Cummins is a Kalkadoon and Mitakoodi
woman who grew up in Cloncurry, a town near
Mt Isa in Queensland with a population of 5,000.
She started her journey with Origin in 2010,
working as a Geo-Technical Assistant. Within
three years, she became a Senior Geo-Technical
Assistant supervising a team, and she now works
in a sub-surface data management role.
Leah often reflects on the strength and resilience
of her great grandmother who lived under the
Aboriginal Protection Act.
“She had 10 children and worked to provide for
them. If she could raise and support a family of 10
during this time and stand up for what she believed
in, it makes me think: ‘Why can’t I be like that?’”
Leah reflected on the support of her mentors at
Origin, who helped her gain some of her great
grandmother’s steely determination. “My mentors
have really helped me develop my skills, and
support me in my role. It’s very rewarding to know
that someone trusts your judgement and makes
you feel like your decisions matter.
“There are people in my wider group who are
qualified geologists, who are double my age,
who ask for my opinion. I feel like I’m making a
difference at Origin because of the good mentors
and managers who listen to what I have to say.
I love it.”

Leah looks forward to breaking down the
barriers for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples. “To feel accepted is the most liberating
experience for an Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander person. I would encourage every
employee at Origin to participate in NAIDOC
Week and celebrate the histories, cultures and
achievements of our people.”
Leah’s dream is to work in data science and spatial
intelligence, and she is studying for a bachelor’s
degree in spatial information systems at the
University of Southern Queensland. Origin has
given her flexible working arrangements to
support her studies.
In addition to her Aboriginal heritage, Leah wants
to be known for her accomplishments, showing
the world how much Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples have to offer.

“I feel like I’m making a difference at Origin
because of the good mentors and managers
who listen to what I have to say. I love it.”
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Respect

We respect the rights and interests of all our stakeholders and the communities
in which we operate. We provide opportunities for our people to learn about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, cultures, histories and achievements
so that we create a culturally safe and inclusive workplace.

Focus area: Cultural awareness
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Provide employees with
opportunities to learn about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander cultures, histories
and achievements.

All RSC members to undertake one cultural learning experience
per calendar year (e.g. on country experience, face-to-face
program or volunteering).

Chairperson, Reconciliation Steering
Committee

Decide activities in first Reconciliation
Steering Committee meeting annually
2019–2022

Develop a strategy that articulates the cultural learning
needs of employees.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

August 2019

All employees to complete online cultural awareness training,
including new employees throughout their induction to Origin.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

From July 2019

Develop an online self-service portal that grows the cultural
capability of Origin employees.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

August 2019

Review existing reconciliation-related resources and tools to
ensure they reflect current ‘best practice’.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

December 2019

Deliver a minimum of four face-to-face cultural learning
opportunities per year in addition to marking NAIDOC Week and
NRW (e.g. toolboxes, guest speakers, themed Q&A sessions).

Reconciliation Working Group
State Chairpersons

December 2019
December 2020
December 2021
June 2022
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Respect

Focus area: Cultural awareness
Action

Deliverables

Create a culturally safe and
inclusive workplace.

All senior people leaders to participate in face-to-face
reconciliation leadership workshops.
People leaders to participate in face-to-face reconciliation
leadership workshops.

Provide opportunities for
all employees to engage
with culture and community
during NAIDOC Week.

Responsible people

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Review Human Resources (HR) policies and procedures to ensure
they are culturally safe and inclusive.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Extend NAIDOC Week celebrations to the entire month of July to
provide shift workers, front line employees and those involved in
intensive end of financial year work the opportunity to be involved.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Deliver NAIDOC-themed briefings at all metro locations and
most regional locations.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

Timeline
December 2020

December 2021

December 2019
July 2019
July 2020
July 2021
NAIDOC Week, 2019–2021
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Respect

Focus area: Cultural awareness
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Provide opportunities for
all employees to engage
with culture and community
during NAIDOC Week.

Review HR policies and procedures to ensure no barriers to
employees participating in NAIDOC Week.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Hold a minimum of two internal events at each metro location and
one event at select regional locations (eg. guest speaker, short film
screening, community family fun day).

Reconciliation Working Group
State Chairpersons
NAIDOC Week, 2019–2021

Use organisation-wide communications to encourage Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander employees to celebrate NAIDOC Week
with friends, family and community.

Head of Employee Communications

Actively participate in a minimum of three external NAIDOC
events per year.

Reconciliation Working Group
State Chairpersons, Employee
Development and Inclusion

Partner with a minimum of three community groups per calendar
year to support NAIDOC Week community celebrations.

Reconciliation Working Group
State Chairpersons

July 2019
July 2020
July 2021
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Respect
Focus area: Cultural awareness
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Provide opportunities for
all employees to engage
with culture and community
during NAIDOC Week.

Ensure each RSC member participates in a minimum of one
external NAIDOC event each year.

Chairperson, Reconciliation
Steering Committee

NAIDOC Week, 2019–2021

Add an Acknowledgement of Country to Origin’s
standard email signature.

Chief Marketing Officer

August 2019

Staff and senior leaders to provide an Acknowledgement of
Country or other appropriate protocols at public events.

Chief Executive Officer and General
Manager, Employee Development
and Inclusion

From July 2019

Invite local Traditional Owners to provide a Welcome to Country at
a minimum of three internal events per year.

Executive General Manager,
Corporate Affairs

From July 2019–June 2022

Display an Acknowledgment of Country plaque at any new major
office, site or building.

Executive Leadership Team
and Head of Property & Travel

From July 2019–June 2022

Encourage teams and employees to include an Acknowledgement
of Country at internal meetings or events and provide support to
enable this to occur.

Chief Executive Officer and General
Manager, Employee Development
and Inclusion

July 2019–June 2022

Implement and communicate a cultural protocol document (tailored
for all local communities we operate in), including protocols for
Welcome to Country and Acknowledgement of Country.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

August 2019

Demonstrate respect to
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples
and communities by
embedding cultural
protocols in the functioning
of our organisation.
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Case Study–Triple P Contracting
Top End communities’ Partner with
Origin in Beetaloo

Although still in the early stages, Origin has
developed some great partnerships with the
local aboriginal communities in our Beetaloo
operations which is helping to generate jobs
and grow local businesses.

In addition, Triple P maintain the airstrip at Daly
Waters, slashing runway verges and checking and
maintaining perimeter fencing and provide on-call
services checking any alarms and providing an onthe-ground security response if required.

One of the first partnerships Origin has developed,
which has been in place since 2017, is with Triple
P Contracting - a local, Aboriginal-owned and
operated business from Elliott, two hours’ drive
south of Daly Waters.

‘We are pleased to be contracting to Origin and
are looking forward to continuing to partner with
Origin into the future’.

Triple P Contracting was established in 2013 by
Indigenous couple, Gordon Jackson and Susey
Kidd. Gordon is a proud member of the Muwartpi
Native Title group, acknowledged and recognised
as Traditional Owners for part of the country
covered by Origin’s exploration permits.
Their mission is to be a company that improves the
quality of life for the directors, the employees and
the local Aboriginal people of the Elliott area.
Triple P undertake fortnightly well site inspections
and scheduled routine maintenance on Origin’s
infrastructure within the exploration permit,
an area that spans some 18,000 square kilometres.
This includes checking equipment and cleaning
solar panels, maintaining the wells site and
surrounding lease area and access tracks.

Origin’s Beetaloo Project is a multi- year, joint
venture shale gas exploration project in the
Northern Territory’s Beetaloo Basin.

“ We are pleased to be
contracting to Origin and
are looking forward to
continuing to partner with
Origin into the future.”
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Case Study–Greg Hanthorn
Terminal Operator,
Coffs Harbour LPG terminal

Greg is part of a small team at Origin’s LPG
Terminal in Coffs Harbour on the NSW Mid
North Coast. While Greg doesn’t have an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background,
he is passionate about transforming people’s
perceptions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander identity and culture.
When Origin launched the Innovate RAP in 2015,
Greg jumped at the opportunity to share his
newly discovered knowledge of local Aboriginal
language, history and culture with his teammates.
“I’ve spoken to the team about local places
around Coffs Harbour, and explained how the
names of so many locations come from traditional
Aboriginal names. They then realise just how
close Aboriginal culture and history is to their
world,” Greg says. “Since we started our cultural
awareness training, I’ve seen my teammates make
more connections with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture.”
Greg has also studied local Aboriginal languages
at the North Coast TAFE. “I asked the boys at
our last meeting if they would like me to do an
Acknowledgement of Country in local language
and they said, ‘Yeah, give it go.’

“I have two young granddaughters at home, and I
teach them songs in Gumbaynggirr language and
they love it.”
When Greg refers to cultural awareness training,
he is referencing Origin’s course, which became
mandatory for all new employees in May 2016. By
the end of 2017, more than 97 per cent of Origin
employees had completed the training. The online
training includes an introduction to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander cultures, history and
family networks, and highlights how a deeper
understanding can improve interactions within the
workplace, customer base and community.

“I have two young
granddaughters
at home, and I
teach them songs
in Gumbaynggirr
language and they
love it.”
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Opportunities

Education, jobs and the purchasing of goods and services
from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses create
opportunities to transform lives and create a sense of
inclusion for all. Through our Stretch RAP, we aim to increase
the participation and representation of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples in our business.

Focus area: Creating opportunities
Action

Deliverables

Increase Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
supplier diversity.

Promote procurement opportunities to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander businesses by hosting or participating in external forums.
Collaborate with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses
to develop and implement an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
procurement strategy, including guiding principles for engaging
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses.

Develop commercial relationships with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander businesses.

Responsible people

Timeline
End June 2020 – four forums
End June 2021 – four forums
End June 2022 – four forums

End June 2020
Chief Procurement Officer

End June 2020 – engage
10 new vendors
End June 2021 – engage
10 new vendors
End June 2022 – engage
10 new vendors

Hold quarterly Supplier Diversity Working Group meetings.

July 2019–June 2022
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Opportunities

Focus area: Creating opportunities
Action
Increase the goods and
services procured directly
and indirectly from
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander–owned businesses.

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline
End June 2020 – $5 million
End June 2021 – 20% increase on prior year spend
End June 2022 – 20% increase on prior year spend

Increase goods and services procured from Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander–owned businesses (direct and indirect).

End June 2020 – 6 actively managed contracts with
Indigenous Participation Plans

Chief Procurement
Officer

End June 2021 – 9 actively managed contracts with
Indigenous Participation Plans
End June 2022 – 12 actively managed contracts with
Indigenous Participation Plans

Maintain membership with Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander
business directory.

Yearly subscription, 2019–2022

Use face-to-face workshops to grow the ability of procurement
employees to identify and implement sustainable commercial
relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander–owned
businesses.

July 2019–June 2022
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Opportunities

Focus area: Creating opportunities
Action
Support the development
of programs that
encourage the inclusion
of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples.

Support the economic
inclusion of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
peoples.

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline
End June 2020 – 2 planned programs
and/or engagements

Develop partnerships that build capability and capacity in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander businesses.

End June 2021 – 2 planned programs
and/or engagements

Chief Procurement Officer

End June 2022 – 2 planned programs
and/or engagements
Explore and test energy products and services that support
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples or communities
(both residential and business).

Executive General Manager, Retail

One new program trialled/tested
annually
A minimum of 4 activities undertaken
annually, including:

Provide information, support and resources to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander customers (both residential and business) in regional
and remote communities.

Executive General Manager, Retail

• Demonstrated activities to support
customers experiencing hardship
• Demonstrated activities to identify
and implement energy savings/
efficiency opportunities
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Opportunities

Focus area: Creating opportunities
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Provide educational
opportunities for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
young peoples.

Provide one non-STEM tertiary bursary to a student based in a
community where Origin operates.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Timeline
Award in 2020
Award in 2021
Award in 2022
Award in 2019

Provide two full residential scholarships per year at the University
of New South Wales for students studying for an undergraduate
degree in STEM based disciplines.
Support CareerTrackers Emerging Industry and
Community Leaders program.
• 650 alumni to develop skills and serve as community role models.

Award in 2020
Award in 2021
Award in 2022

Head of the Origin Foundation
July 2019–June 2022

• Employment of one full-time program manager.
• Outreach to 194 schools and 1,940 students and parents.
Assistance to the Wuyagiba, NT community to pilot an on-country
Tertiary Study Hub.

Pilot concludes in December 2019
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Opportunities

Focus area: Creating opportunities
Action

Deliverables

Responsible people

Timeline

Develop Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
talent and career pathways.

Develop and implement an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
People Strategy for recruitment, onboarding, talent development
and retention.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

August 2019

Ensure client-facing HR consultants undertake HR-specific cultural
awareness training.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

Commencing July 2019

Invite a pilot group of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
employees to participate in a leadership development program.

Executive General Manager, People
& Culture

January 2020
FY19 – 10 new employees

Double the current number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples employed at all levels of the organisation.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

FY20 – 12 new employees
FY21 – 13 new employees
FY22 – 15 new employees

Place a minimum of 10 (total) winter and summer CareerTrackers
interns annually.

Executive General Manager,
People & Culture

July 2019–June 2022
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Case Study–Jake Thomson

Fresh Prince of Partnering,
Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME)
Jake Thomson is a Wiradjuri man, who believes
that knowledge is power.
AIME is a mentoring program that creates a
bridge between high school and university for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young people.
Jake’s role as the Fresh Prince of Partnering is to
work with corporate and philanthropic partners
across the country to support the program.
“One in three of our high school students go
onto university, which is an amazing feat for
those young people and their families.”
Origin Foundation has been partnering with
AIME since 2011. Over this time, 4,690 students
have been introduced to the program. High
school students attend face-to-face workshops
at a university campus, followed by 10 hours of
individual mentoring sessions at their school,
facilitated by volunteers.

Jake acknowledges that mentoring has been a
part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture
for 60,000 years. As a young person he spent a
lot of time with his grandparents, learning about
the world. As a teen, he learnt from his parents,
and now as an adult, he passes this knowledge
onto other members of his family.
For Jake, it’s all part of the cycle of life.

“Education is the key
to unlocking the
future for our people.”

“We are giving corporate organisations an
opportunity to do something good, and change
the landscape in our country, for a better future.
You’re creating more educated Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people, which will allow
them to become the decision makers in the
years to come.”
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Case Study–Lane Brookes
Business owner, Deadly Way

Lane Brookes, 23, runs his business Deadly Way
from a small town in regional Queensland. Deadly
Way showcases his Mandandanji culture, language
and history, offering traditional dance performances
and workshops, Aboriginal art creation, cultural tours
and cultural awareness training. He has taken Origin
staff members on cultural tours of his district, and
we were among his first clients.
His thirst for knowledge and sheer determination
has made him one of the best-known Mandandanji
cultural officers in the region. “I started Deadly Way
because I love sharing my culture with everyone.
It has real benefits for the community, our people
and our youth,” Lane says. “If I can share my
knowledge and make someone’s life better, or they
can pass on my message, it creates a bigger step
towards change. One person can make a difference.”
Our partnership with Lane assisted him to grow into
a leadership role and take his business to the next
level. He now offers services to develop cultural
capability in large companies.

“If large organisations can implement reconciliation
plans and work out their activities with their workers
and their community, it allows us to move forward,
because all those small steps help us reach our
goal,” Lane says.
He notes that New Zealanders embrace Maori
culture, which is represented at all levels of
parliament. He would like to see all Australian
parliaments integrate Indigenous culture too.
Lane has set his own bar high: he plans to be the
first Mandandanji man in the Australian Senate.

“I started Deadly Way
because I love sharing
my culture with everyone.
It has real benefits for
the community, our
people and our youth.”
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Tracking progress

We acknowledge that to succeed we need to set clear
objectives and monitor our progress. We commit to
tracking our progress and reporting our achievements,
challenges and learnings to Reconciliation Australia for
inclusion in their RAP impact measurement report.

Focus area: Being accountable
Action

Deliverables

Report RAP achievements,
challenges and learnings to
Reconciliation Australia for
inclusion in its RAP Impact
Measurement Report.

Submit an annual RAP Impact Measurement Questionnaire.

Report RAP achievements,
challenges and learnings
internally and externally.

Investigate Origin’s participation in the RAP Barometer survey.
Develop systems and mechanisms to track, measure and
report on future RAP activities.

Responsible people

Timeline
September 2019–2021
Biennially from 2019

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

August 2019
September 2019

Share Origin’s RAP achievements, challenges and learnings
externally through our annual Sustainability Report.

General Manager, Capital Markets

Communicate RAP progress to all employees quarterly.

Head of Employee Communications

Quarterly, July 2019–June 2022

Deliver regular RAP progress reports to the Executive
Leadership Team.

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

Quarterly, July 2019–June 2022

September 2020
September 2021
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Tracking progress

Focus area: Being accountable
Action

Deliverables

Review, refresh and
update RAP

Liaise with Reconciliation Australia to develop a new RAP based
on learnings, challenges and achievements.
Invite members of the Indigenous Employee Network to
provide input into Origin’s next RAP.

Reconciliation Steering
Committee (RSC) actively
monitors RAP development
and implementation

Responsible people

Timeline
July 2021

General Manager, Employee
Development and Inclusion

November 2021

Send draft RAP to Reconciliation Australia for feedback
and formal endorsement.

December 2021

Champion the RAP, and oversee its development,
endorsement and launch.

July 2021–June 2022

Ensure there are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
on the RSC.
Meet at least four times per year to monitor and report on
RAP implementation.
Revise RSC Terms of Reference.

Chair, Reconciliation
Steering Committee

Reviewed in January 2020–2022
Quarterly, with schedule set
each December
By August 2019
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Case Study–Stuart Hatton

Chief Procurement Officer, Origin
When Stuart Hatton joined our RSC in 2015,
he had never heard of RAPs. As he learnt more,
he became passionate about increasing
the participation of Indigenous businesses
across Origin, through direct and indirect
supplier engagements.
“When our Reconciliation Steering Committee
got underway, our purpose was to make sure
Origin’s Reconciliation Action Plan was up and
running and being delivered. Now I feel that the
purpose of the committee is to get the entire
company behind reconciliation,” Stuart says.
“Having our CEO on our committee has lifted
our focus from the day-to-day activity of
delivering on our commitments, to one of seeing
how we can continue to promote reconciliation
at Origin and get the whole of Origin involved.”
As Chief Procurement Officer, Stuart oversees all
contracts across our supply chain and has played
a pivotal role in drawing up the commercial
component of our RAP. Since launching the
Innovate RAP in 2015, he and his team have
helped increase the number of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander businesses in our supply
chain and encouraged subcontractors to increase
the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples they employ and engage with.

“The new way we operate has created a ripple
effect, and it is being taken up by our suppliers.
That’s what really excites me. I’m passionate about
it because it has a tangible impact and we can see
that we’re making a real difference,” he says.
We are proud that we have completed our
Innovate RAP and we are moving onto a Stretch
RAP. We have a diverse group of people who are
passionate about reconciliation, and every day,
that group is expanding.

“We should get to a
point that we don’t
need a committee.
Reconciliation,
inclusiveness and
diversity will eventually
become part of Origin’s
DNA. It will be how we
operate and who we are.”
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At Origin, our purpose is
Getting energy right
for our customers,
communities and planet.
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RAP contact

About our Reconciliation Action Plan

Marissa Black

Dollar values that appear in our Reconciliation Action Plan are in
Australian dollars. All dollars, amounts and other statistics are as at
March 2019, unless otherwise stated.

General Manager, Employee Development
and Inclusion (People & Culture)
marissa.black@origin.com.au

originenergy.com.au
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